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Close the comments?
I may not close the comments section as I threatened recently. But
I would like to say that, except for commenter Mauricio, the core
of what I say here doesn’t resonate with what regular commenters
post.

Years ago, for example, a certain Mister Deutsch was offended by
my Nordicism and stopped commenting here. Despite his
penname, the guy was an American Italian, and he once said that
an Italian football player with brown skin was white. This
intelligent commenter was not banned on this site: he was
angered by my Nordicism and stopped commenting here.

I get the impression that commenter Stubbs, also one of the
smartest who have commented here in the past, was disappointed
when he found out that, like many southern Italians, my bloodline
is also very compromised. But at least I am not saying, as many
Mediterranean nationalists do, that ‘I am white too’ (although the
colour of my skin is).

Others stopped commenting here when I criticised their
admiration for Charles Manson, a subject that doesn’t horrify me,
rather, I am sorry for the horrible way his mother and the
American state treated him as a child. When I posted an ‘open
thread on Manson’ for them to explain why he could be good for
the 14 words, they didn’t comment and I closed the matter.

Regarding commenters that have been banned let’s remember
Arch Stanton, who insisted on strict monocausalism (the Jews
responsible for the alpha to the omega of the world’s ills), even in
the threads that Jewry was not discussed. Also banned was a
Christian Identitarian that wanted to sell us, in off-topic threads,
the idea that the ancient Hebrews had actually been people of the
Aryan race.

More recently I added Adunai to the banned list. Adunai recently
mentioned me a lot on Unz Review, but as the provocative troll he
is he was banned even from that tolerant webzine today. In
addition to what I wrote about him in my recent post without
naming him (about Stalin, etc.), this Russian liked Ramsay Bolton,
who liked to skin men, women and children alive in Game of
Thrones. Just imagine, my dear readers, the difference between
Bran, which symbolises this site, and the Sadistic psycho Ramsay:
perfect antipodes!

I just saw that Commandor, Adunai’s buddy, called Solzhenitsyn a
liar a couple of days ago in Unz Review. Commandor is banned on
this site because he has said similar things about Hitler and
doesn’t give a damn about the suffering of the German people,
that Goodrich portrayed so well in his books. From the IP today I
saw that Commandor is SS Division Poltergeist and Ezra91. He
also has used another sockpuppet in the comments section of this
site. Like the Russian Adunai, this young Romanian seems to be
my antipode as far as developing the most elemental empathy is
concerned.

Now I would like to say something about a commenter that is not
banned. Today I received several emails from Peter, who used to
be a regular commenter on this site. As a typical anti-vaxxer he
believes that covid-19 is just the flu, an international conspiracy.
He has been sending me many links that, according to him,
demonstrate the truth proclaimed by ‘vaccine hesitancy’ activists.
I told him that I didn’t have time to read so many links and that he
would better send me a link to a debate, the best way to figure out
who’s wrong.

Peter sent me a linked debate where Leonard Horowitz spoke on
the side of the anti-vaxxers. After listening to the debate on
YouTube, I learned that Horowitz believes that AIDS and Ebola
were intentionally created by the US government to manufacture
vaccines, as part of a planned genocide against Muslims! Anti-
racist Horowitz has even influenced black leaders to boycott
vaccination programs! Peter didn’t realise what it would cause in
my mind to send me a link to the debate in which Horowitz
participated: the exact opposite of what he expected.

There are more cases of regular commenters who have visited this
site and who maintain worldviews opposite to mine, but the cited
examples provide the idea that we hold very different worldviews.
(Now another man comes to mind who used to comment a lot here
and even sent me money. He believes in reincarnation: a doctrine
that, like all post-mortem survival doctrines, I believe is toxic for
the 14 words.)

What I want to get to is that most commenters come here to dump
what they believe, not to interact with what I write or quote from
other writers. After ten years this dynamic of parallel universes
becomes bothersome. An ideal way for the common visitor to find
out about my worldview would be to read The Fair Race and Day
of Wrath before commenting (the PDFs are available for free), but
obviously most visitors are not going to do it.

Today I paraphrased Robert Morgan in my last tweet: ‘White
Christians are spiritual Jews, minus the brains and racial pride’. It
is truly a tragedy that, due to so much high IQ monk sperm
ejaculated into the assholes of novices over the centuries (instead
of ending up in Aryan women’s vaginas), the white race has lost
the race intelligence with Jewry, who have been practicing
excellent eugenics since the Middle Ages.

Now a scene from Fiddler on the Roof
comes to mind in which a Jewish girl from
a humble Russian town talked about the
skinny son of the rabbi, with whom she
fancied marrying. The equivalent in the
Aryan world would be that white women
were educated to admire the pundits of the

alt-right to the degree of wanting to give them thousands of
children. But no: in Christendom, the best sperm ended up mixed
with faecal matter in the intestines of the ephebes.

It’s no wonder why high IQ whites rarely comment here…
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White nationalism is rubbish
Click on the words from my previous post when I say that the
Negro has become the new Jesus, and you will see the article that
Counter-Currents has just published on precisely how the Negro
is now the new God.

That’s what happens when you have two thousand years of
worshiping a crucified Jew and people lose faith in Christianity:
the mind immediately fills the gap with a new crucified one to
worship.

White nationalism is rubbish for the simple
fact that no one among them has realised that
Christianity and the JQ are two sides of the
same coin and, axiologically, the alt-right
secularists and the racialist Christians are on
the same page. For example, yesterday
Christian Hunter Wallace said: ‘It is times
like this when I write out an angry post only

to have second thoughts and remember to love my enemies. I do
not want a second wave of the virus to hit this crowd’. This good
Christian thus referred to those so burdened by Aryan guilt that
they are now, literally, bending their knees before the New Jesus.
Similarly, a couple of days ago the pseudo-apostate Richard
Spencer felt pity for the black man who died on the asphalt (I
don’t remember the exact second, but his neo-Christian
compassion surfaced in this video).

As I said recently: I broke my promise not to visit racialist sites
again because recent events in the United States are more than
significant, and I wanted to know what they were saying. But what
racially conscious whites ignore is that, parallel to the normies,
they, too, are part of the axiological problem that’s killing their
race.

I think I should go back to my practice of stopping visiting their
sites and only doing so until another major event shocks the US.
But perhaps from now on everything will accelerate until their
beloved dollar collapses?

Although their country was responsible for the darkest hour in the
West, as we are seeing in the series ‘Love Germania, hate the US’,
these folk don’t even seem to be aware of the role that the US has
been playing in the destruction of their European blood since
1861, way before the Jews took over the media. Given so much
blindness, as I said in my previous post, I must go back to the
roots of my tree and only have contact with those who really know
what is happening.
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Explaining my midnight post
Today I woke up shortly after five in the morning because the
topic addressed by an Unz Review columnist made me anxious
and I couldn’t go back to sleep. I mean ‘Pro-BLM Demonstrations
Sweep Across Europe: We’re all living in Amerikwa’ by Guillaume
Durocher.

Such collective hysteria (the crucified nigger by evil whites is the
New Jesus!), though secular in Europe, is clearly a spawn of
Christian ethics that the spiritual children of the French
Revolution inherited. Contrary to what conventional historians
say, the gospel message has reached its peak in our time, not in
the 13th century, even though this climax has occurred in the form
of secular values.

No one has grasped the reason for my obsession with the figure of
the fisher king looming in the Game of Thrones finale, about
which I added something else at midnight. As I have tried to
explain in the text that appears at the top in the sidebar, if the
white man reclaims his story he would be cured of the neo-
Christianity that is killing him axiologically. I am referring as
much to the distant past that almost nobody knows (the real
history of Christianity from Caligula to Charlemagne) to the
Holocaust of 20th century’s gentiles that nobody talks about
because the media hides it from us.

In other words: only a Bran capable of seeing real history has
developed the necessary empathy to save the kingdoms of
Westeros, and I don’t think that many of the racialists know their
true story. From what they say in their forums, it is more than
clear that the history books they have read were written by people
who sleep in the matrix that controls them.

So I recommend Solzhenitsyn’s book to normies
who have never read stories of the victims of the
Russian Holocaust, perpetrated by Lenin and
Stalin’s willing executioners. A banned commenter
who describes himself as ‘a little Russian’ and a
Stalin admirer, for example, wanted to post a
comment today. He will continue to be banned as
long as he continues to admire Stalin or maintain

that it was good to ritually sacrifice children, as was done in the
historical past (the psychoclass of this banned commenter is
exactly the opposite of the psychoclass of Bran).

People who want to comment on this blog must develop the
empathy of the fisher king. And that can only be done through
actual suffering in the coming decades, and from that suffering
finally seeing the tragic past of mankind. Only by looking at our
tragic pasts—the actual stories I insist: not what can be read in the
history books authored by normies—do we develop proper
empathy to save Westeros.

But I’m going to be frank: I don’t think most of the visitors to this
site will read the literature to see the past that I recommend up in
the sidebar. So sometimes it makes me want to close the
comments section and only have contact with the tree of the past
with which I am fused.
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Empathy
Only the overman will be able to develop empathy at the level of
what in my books I call the priest, or rather ruler, of the four
words. But without going so far, the philosophical problem of who
should govern arose from the times of Plato.

In popular culture that has reached the masses, only fiction writer
George R.R. Martin apparently has dealt with the problem of this
philosopher-king. The viewership for the finale of Game of
Thrones, ‘The Iron Throne’, included 13.6 million people who
watched the episode on HBO at 9 p.m. Sunday about a year ago,
making it the most-watched telecast in the network’s history. But
of all these millions of normies only one understood Martin’s
philosophy: the vlogger who correctly predicted who would be
crowned in the finale.

Below is a transcript of Yezen’s ‘Why Bran Stark will be King’
video, which was uploaded twenty days before the finale.
Compared to Yezen, all the fans of the famous series who keep
commenting on YouTube seem Neanderthals to me. Not only did
they fail to predict who would be the king: they were angered by
the finale because they don’t understand why only someone with
sovereign empathy must rule.

For those who have already seen the above-linked video and are
interested in a transcript, let me say that the emphasis of the red
words is mine. Yezen said:
 

______ � ______

 

First off, I want to say how much I appreciate all of the support
this channel has been getting in the past couple weeks, so today
I’m gonna try to drive everyone away by giving one of my more
controversial predictions. In the end of Game of Thrones, the
person who will sit in the Iron Throne and rule Westeros is… Bran
Stark.

Yup. King Bran the Broken. The Bird Kid, First of our POV’s, Lord
of the Awkward Stare, and Producer of the Memes, because ‘Chaos
is a ladder’. And Bran is the best at climbing. Also, he’s the best at
sitting… [LOL!]

Okay, but really, without getting into Children of the Forest
conspiracies, or a convoluted lecture on the line of succession for
Harrenhal, let me explain why it’ll be Bran. And before I get a
million comments reminding me that he’s not Bran anymore—I
get it, he’s not totally Bran. But it’s also not that simple. The actor
Isaac Hempstead Wright has confirmed that there is some Bran
‘left over’ in the Three-eyed Raven, so it’s a complicated entity.

Anyways, hang in there. Here it goes.

Tommen: ‘It means I’ll become King’.

Tywin: ‘Yes, you will become King. What kind of King
do you think you’ll be?’

Tommen: ‘A good King?’

Tywin: ‘Huh. I think so as well. You’ve got the right
temperament for it. But what makes a good king, hmm?
What is a good King’s single most important quality?’

In many ways, Game of Thrones was intended as a response to
The Lord of the Rings. Bran is Frodo. Aegon is Aragorn. Arya is
Aeowyn. The Night King is Sauron. Sam is Sam, and Sean Bean
dies.

And George R.R. Martin’s equivalent for the titular Ring of Power
has always been the Iron Throne. Like the One Ring, the Iron
Throne is the central object of absolute power, around which the
narrative revolves. Though not inherently evil like the Ring, the
Iron Throne is isolating; it brings men to war, and tends to destroy
those who hold or pursue it. And, at the end of The Lord of the
Rings, the ring is cast into the fire that forged it, and destroyed
forever, ridding the world of its corruption, and restoring moral
order.

So why can’t we expect the same from Game of Thrones? Why
can’t the Iron Throne simply be destroyed in the dragon-fire that
forged it, thereby ending the evil of war?

Tommen: ‘Holiness?’

Tywin: ‘Hmm’.

Well, the answer lies in the differences between how Tolkien and
Martin depict good and evil in relation to power.

In Tolkien’s world, good and evil are distinct, and the Ring
represents power in a strictly evil sense. All power that is just or
lawful is considered to be separate from the corruption of the
Ring.

Yet, in Martin’s world, morality is ambiguous, and exists in shades
of gray. The Iron Throne has no inherent moral alignment, and
represents the power for both good and evil. Though there is
certainly symbolism to destroying it; whether there’s a spiky metal
chair or not, people will still seek power. And the Seven Kingdoms
can still be conquered, and will still be ruled. Melting the Iron
Throne isn’t a real solution. Power must pass to someone.

Of course, the obvious candidate would be King Aegon—Jon Snow
Targaryen. After all, he is modelled after Aragorn, who is the King
that returns. And in the season 8 opener, we already see Davos
suggesting the possibility of Jon and Daenerys getting married,
binding their alliance and forming a dream-team power couple to
rule Westeros better and fairer than ever before.

Davos: ‘What if the Seven Kingdoms, for once in their
whole shit history, were ruled by a just woman and an
honourable man?’

Yet, as is typical of this story, the fact that someone has predicted
this outcome in dialogue, implies that it’s unlikely to come to pass.
The Northerners seem outright opposed to Targaryen rule, and
whether or not Daenerys can accept joint rule with Jon, the story
will not give us an ending exactly as Davos suggested.

And, to be totally frank, there is no way Martin created the
feminist icon that is Daenerys Targaryen just to force her to give
up her life ambition to her husband, whether it’s by bending the
knee or by dying.

While the Lord of the Rings ends with Aragorn ruling, Aragorn is
never charged with the Ring. Rather, just as Tolkien begins his
story with the Ring passing to Frodo, Martin’s will end when the
Throne passes to Bran.

Tommen: ‘Justice?’

Tywin: ‘Hmm. A good King must be just’.

After the catastrophe of the ending, House Targaryen as well as
most of the other Great Houses, will be brought to ruin. And in the
wake of that ruin, the Seven Kingdoms will need to restructure its
leadership. And so, the Wolves [the Starks] will have their time.

Bran ‘I’m-not-Bran’ Stark, will be the enigmatic, apathetic Fisher
King.

Sansa ‘I-learned-a-great-deal-from-her’ Stark, will leave
Winterfell and govern the Seven Kingdoms through Bran, just as
Cersei once governed on behalf of Tommen.

And Lady Arya ‘don’t-call-me-that’ Stark, will inherit the North
and rule as the Warrior-Lady of Winterfell.

Essentially, Bran, Sansa and Arya, will be the Stark version of
Aegon, Rhaenys and Visenya. Just without the dragons or the
incest.

In the books, this is set up pretty early on by Ned Stark, who after
Robert’s rebellion, inherits the life and position meant for his
elder brother, who had died during the rebellion. This is also set
up pretty well by Littlefinger, whose life goal is: ‘…a picture of me,
on the Iron Throne, and you [Sansa] by my side’.

In the end, this vision will sort of come true. It just won’t be
Littlefinger on the throne. But that’s all the time I’ll spend on
evidence, because whether I’m right or wrong, there’s only about a
month until we see this play out.

Tommen: ‘What about strength?’

Tywin: ‘Hmm, strength…’

On a fundamental level, Game of Thrones is an exploration of
power, and different characters coming to power convey different
messages about what it takes to rise up in the world.

The rise of Daenerys emphasises strength and justice and
ambition.

Jon champions honour and righteousness.

Someone like Littlefinger, deception and opportunism.

While Cersei emphasizes ruthlessness and vanity.

Meanwhile, King Brandon would convey a more mysterious
meaning that, although strength, lineage, deception and
ruthlessness each play a part, all of them are bound up by FATE.

Not in a divine sense, but in the sense that, regardless of our flaws
or virtues, the universe is chaotic and beyond our control. What
may be in one place in time a virtue, is in another a flaw. And
whoever rises to power is, to some extent, a consequence of being
in the right place at the right time. Just as the Targaryens,
Baratheons and Lannisters had their time, the Starks will have
theirs, and so the throne will pass to Bran.

Tywin: ‘So, we have a man who starves himself to death,
a man who lets his own brother murder him, and a man
who thinks that winning and ruling are the same thing.
What do they all lack?’

This ending would serve as a strange marriage of idealism and
cynicism. In many ways, Bran begins the story as the most
powerless character, lacking even basic bodily autonomy. And as
fate would have it, Bran ends up the most powerful. Yet that
power comes at the cost of isolating Bran from his own humanity,
and never gives him the thing that he really wanted.

Arya: ‘He wants to be Knight of the King’s Guard. He
can’t be one now, can he?’

Ned: ‘No’.

The story which built itself on the tragedy of the Starks will end in
their triumph. But despite that triumph, the Starks never really get
back the home or the innocence they once had. Yes, there’s the
physical place [of a home], but never the feeling of having a
complete family. Never the trust, innocence, or joy of childhood.
In the deepest sense, what is lost in war, is never truly reclaimed
in war.

And look, I know you probably still don’t buy it, or you still think
it’s gonna be Jon, and you really might be right about that, but
hear me out just a little longer, because there is a glimmer of
idealism to this ending.

Though many will die, and the wheel might not break, Bran just
might make a good king after all. Despite having lost so much of
himself to the Three-eyed Raven, Bran, perhaps more than any
other character, has grasped one of the most essential lessons of
the story, which is the importance of EMPATHY.

Tommen: ‘Wisdom?’

Tywin: ‘Yes!’

Tommen: ‘Wisdom is what makes a good king’.

Tywin: ‘Yes, but what is wisdom, hmm?’

Despite their history, Bran is able to look at Jaime Lannister, the
man who once shattered his life, and to see good in him, to see
Jaime as a man who was protecting the people he loved. And to
not only forgive him, but to protect him. This simple act of
understanding demonstrates what the war-torn kingdoms of
Westeros have been so lacking: not strength, or cunning, or even
honour, but real wisdom.

For a world that’s been so damaged by people’s inability to see
from one another’s perspective, maybe a broken boy is the right
ruler to heal a broken kingdom.

Maybe not the one you want, certainly not the one we’d expect,
but the one the ending needs. After years of war and hatred, I
think maybe the Kingdoms of Westeros will get the little bit of
understanding that they deserve. And that is an encouraging
thought. [Music]

Bran: ‘Theon’,

Theon: ‘…’

Bran: ‘You’re a good man. Thank you’.

But okay, despite what I said earlier, don’t leave, stick around. If
I’m wrong, which I probably am, you can come back later and
leave a comment to tell me.

So you better subscribe just so you don’t forget. In the meantime,
there is more to come. So, until next time. Peace.
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Transcript

Here is a transcript of the podcast from June 2, 2017 (The West’s
Darkest Hour Radio – Episode 1: Christianity is White Genocide).
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Blindness in ‘American Renaissance’
Gregory Hood’s article today in AmRen contains this sentence:

We aren’t dealing with riots about George Floyd. We aren’t
dealing with riots about police violence against blacks. We aren’t
dealing with riots about Black Lives Matter. We’re dealing with
an outbreak of religious fanaticism. Today, journalists,
politicians, celebrities, and content creators fill the role that
priests once did. Like figures from the Dark Ages, they tell us
that evil lies within each one of us, but that “whiteness,” rather
than Satan is the demonic force…

A few paragraphs later Hood said things that reminded me of
what Michael O’Meara said in Toward the White Republic, a book
published ten years ago about the need to create a new myth for
whites.

What bothers me about these two white nationalists, one retired
(O’Meara) and the other still active on Jared Taylor’s webzine, is
their complete inability to recognise that this new myth had
already been born in Europe when my parents were children, but
that their compatriots murdered it.

As long as Americans don’t see their mortal sin, they will continue
to see that Satan in themselves until their race disappears.

The chasm between what happened last week and the Hermann
cartoon I reposted recently is that in the comic book whites were
at least allowed to fight blacks. On the other hand real-life whites,
so overwhelmed with guilt, continue on their path to ethnic
extinction.

See the first part of The Fair Race and understand the folie en
masse that the white race is currently suffering.
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Quotable quote
You must believe in the future of Germany,

In your people’s resurrection.
Let this faith you do not rob,

Despite everything, everything done.

—Albert Matthäi
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America is a failed social experiment
Regarding what happened these nights after the black man died
on the asphalt—see Jared Taylor’s video: here—, what Americans
ignore is that: (1) They caused this mess with their Christian
ethics, which forces even atheists to love blacks, and (2) what
happened these nights is only a hint of the chimp out once their
dollar crashes (those who have participated in riots had full
bellies, we can already imagine them with hunger).

Regarding # 1, never would Aryan Americans
remain passive before these riots, arsons and
looting if, in a parallel universe where America
was conquered by pagan Vikings, the black
descendants of slaves had chimped out.

Keep in mind my recent quote of German Nazi
Giselher Wirsing: ‘The crisis of Americanism in

our epoch falls short of degeneracy of the Puritan mindset. In
degenerated Puritanism lies, side by side with Judaism, America’s
inborn danger’.

My recent posts on WW2 shed light on how Americans signed
their death warrant by committing the crime of the millennium in
the 1940s. What happened this week is the beginning of justice…

Postscript of May 31

I recently said that I would not visit racialist sites anymore
because they do not honour Uncle Adolf’s memory. But in times of
important news I can break this rule. So, I was curious about what
John Derbyshire said recently in Unz Review:

America’s most enduring problem, the problem of the blacks,
has been dominating the news this week.

The attitude I bring to these news stories is one of weary despair.
They are reported and discussed publicly in language that bears
very little relation to reality, so that most of what is said and
written is worthless. To speak honestly about race is in fact
taboo, and genuinely shocking, for most Americans…

I’ve been living in America since the second Nixon
administration, with some intermissions. For many years I
assumed that this clinging to unreality could not be stable; that
truth and honesty would eventually prevail; that we’d learn to
speak to each other openly and frankly, citizen to citizen.

To my dismay and despair, the opposite has happened. As the
years pass, we drift further and further from reality and truth,
deeper and deeper into fantasy and denial. It’s very depressing;
like being in a plane that’s lost all power and is just going down,
down, down.

What is striking is that absolutely no one blames Christianity for
this incredible mental flaw of the white man of being paralysed
before the black chimp out (there may be whites who protest, but
of arson and looting we only see blacks in the TV news).

It is these kinds of things that motivate me to say that it’s no
longer good to visit racialist sites. What Taylor said in the video
linked above is true, but nobody talks about the root aetiology of
the matter, except The West’s Darkest Hour (for example in this
post, although I’ve posted many others that say the same thing).

Remember: Christianity and the Jewish Question are one and the
same. Derbyshire didn’t even mention the JQ, let alone the
forbidden CQ, the Christian Question.
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Love Germania. Hate the US. – II
George Floyd Riots are irrelevant for he who lives under the
weirwood. What matters is how the past explains the present in
the US. Incidentally, if this site is taken down visit the backup.

 
1918

With Lenin, in 1918 the Bolsheviks initiated a true Holocaust, a
massive genocide that would continue until three years after
Stalin’s death. Those who haven’t read Alexandr Solzhenitsyn’s
book about the genocide of tens of millions of goyim in the
archipelago of forced labour and extermination camps of the
Gulag (see map below) also ignore that the Jews were involved to
the core (see also Solzhenitsyn’s 200 Years Together). It isn’t
enough to know the figures: it is imperative to read the
testimonies of the 250 survivors that Solzhenitsyn collects in
order to feel the pathos of this Russian Holocaust (I recommend
the abridged version of The Gulag Archipelago to English
speakers).

The honest Jew Ron Unz recently said: ‘In
per capita terms Jews were the greatest
mass-murderers of the twentieth century,
holding that unfortunate distinction by an
enormous margin and with no other

nationality coming even remotely close. And yet, by the
astonishing alchemy of Hollywood, the greatest killers of the last
one hundred years have somehow been transmuted into being
seen as the greatest victims, a transformation so seemingly
implausible that future generations will surely be left gasping in
awe’.
 
1932

The Ukrainian Holocaust or Holodomor, which would continue
until the following year, killed more Ukrainians than the
propaganda figure of 6 million holocausted Jews with which the
MSM media has deceived the white man. After this true Holocaust
of goyim, among the feminised Europeans only the Germans
reacted:
 
1933

January 30: President Paul von Hindenburg appoints Adolf
Hitler as Chancellor. Hitler was given the Chancellorship right
after the Jewish Bolsheviks deliberately starved at least six
million Ukrainians to death. (Compare this figure to the figure in
the paragraph above. What chutzpah! And the stupid goyim, loyal
cattle of the Jews, still swallow it!) Can there be any real doubt
that the threat of the Bolshevik terror influenced both the German
voters and the decision to give Hitler the Chancellorship? (The
Holocaust exposed by Solzhenitsyn has never been consistently
dramatised in films or TV documentaries, not even after a century!
It would break their little narrative.)

March 5: The National Socialist Party gets 44 percent of the votes
in the elections to the German Parliament.

August 12: A spiritual heir to the philo-Semite Cromwell, Winston
Churchill, before becoming prime minister begins to sow discord
against the German state in a public speech.

December 20: Eugenics begins to be put into practice. The
German government announces the sterilisation of 400,000
residents for hereditary defects. (For an introduction to eugenics,
and the SS doctrine about Nordicism see: here.)
 
1934

February 6: In Paris, right-wing groups gather in front of the
National Assembly in a frustrated coup attempt against the French
Third Republic. (Much of the egalitarian ideology that is
destroying the white race and the West had come out of the
nefarious French Revolution.)
 
1935

February 26: Hitler orders to create the Luftwaffe, ignoring the
unfair Treaty of Versailles.

December 12: SS leader Heinrich Himmler creates the
Lebensborn Program, aimed at increasing the births of Aryan
children: the diametrically opposite of what is happening across
the West today (in the London of this century, for example, mass
street propaganda encourages white women to have black
husbands).
 
1936

November 3: Roosevelt achieves a landslide victory in his re-
election in the US, which cannot but reflect that the American
people deserve the type of leaders they choose, and deserve to get
them good and hard!
 
1937

April 28: The Luftwaffe bombs Guernica in Spain. Pablo Picasso
lied, claiming that the bombing inspired the painting of the same
name. (Picasso was not in Guernica. Alice Miller suggests that the
famous painting had as ferment the experience of a three-year-old
Pablo in the arms of his father who was running scared; his eyes
recorded the tremendous earthquake of 1884 in Malaga. José
María Juarranz, a scholar of Picasso agrees with this
interpretation. See Miller’s insightful book The Untouched Key.)

November 5: Hitler explains his Lebensraum plan for Eastern
Europe at a secret meeting at the Reich Chancellery. Unlike
today’s cucked racialists, those who dreamed of a new Germania
knew that the race needed an entire continent to flourish.
 
1938

October 30: The radio broadcast of Orson Wells’ War of the
Worlds unleashes panic in the Americans, who believe all the
bullshit they hear on MSM as fantastic as it is including
propaganda against National Socialist Germany, the noblest
nation the West has produced.

November 9: On the Night of Broken Glass, Jewish shops and
synagogues are looted—which whites on the other side of the
Atlantic should have imitated but, so addicted to their (((Bible))),
regarded the Jews as the chosen people.
 
1939

February 27: France and England recognise the Spanish
government of Francisco Franco.

March 15: Czechoslovakia ceases to exist as a state after the
occupation of the rest of Bohemia and Moravia by German troops.

May 17: Sweden, Norway and Finland rejected German offers of
non-aggression pacts. (Apparently, it is not enough to be pure
Aryan: You must be noble in spirit like those Germans who
dreamed of Germania.)

September 1: Hitler invades Poland and extremely cucked
England declares war on Germany. The Second World War begins.

December 15: The romantic film Gone with the Wind is released
in the United States. Who would have guessed that the anti-
German wind that was already blowing those years would produce
a suicidal zeitgeist that would blow away not only the Old South,
but the entire American nation in the following decades?
 
1940

January 4: Hermann Göring, head of the Luftwaffe, takes control
of the German war industry.

May 10: British Prime Minister resigns, Neville Chamberlain, and
is replaced by Winston Churchill, who would intensify the anti-
German winds. (After the war, such anti-white winds would also
blow away across the UK, including Scotland and Ireland.
Remember what I said above about ubiquitous propaganda in
Britain to promote mixed couples between monkeys and English
roses. Nowadays, the ethnic death-wish of brainwashed Anglo-
Saxons seems almost absolute.)

May 14: The Dutch army surrenders after an intense
bombardment of Rotterdam.

June 14: German troops occupy Paris (a symbolic place for the
West is the city where, by emancipating the Jews, the incredibly
imbecile Napoleon Bonaparte opened Pandora’s box).

August 3-6: Stalin annexed Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania to the
USSR (compared to the handsome Aryan Tsar and his beautiful
family that the kike revolution had assassinated, Stalin looks like a
fucking mudblood).

October 16: The most treacherous and vile nation in the entire
world, the United States of America, recruits 16 million sucker
soldiers to prevent Germania from being born if they conquer the
lands of Lenin and Stalin’s (((willing executioners))).
 
1941

June 22: Germany invades the Soviet Union.

December 7: The Japanese attack Pearl Harbor.
 
1942

January 20: The Berlin government and the SS launch a plan to
expel Jews from Europe. The gringos, who have practiced fellatio
on the god of the Jews since 1776—and even before, since the
times of John Winthrop—were horrified and continue to be
horrified until 2020!

October 3: Pius XII criticises the racial restrictions on marriages
dictated by the National Socialists. (Unlike the eugenics that
healthy Judaism practices, dysgenics reigns in sick Christianity. In
Greco-Roman times Whites had a higher IQ than that of the Jews.
It had been precisely Christian dysgenics throughout the centuries
that not only matched the IQs after the Middle Ages, but
nowadays the Jew surpasses the Aryan in IQ!)
 
1943

April 26: Thousands of Swedish anti-fascists protest against a
National Socialist congress in the royal burial mounds at Uppsala.
(Apparently, many Swedes had already cucked since then, even
before Jewry’s influence over their media became overwhelming.)

April 29: As Christianity and the JQ are two sides of the same
coin, Lutheran pastor and theologian, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, leader
of the church resistance to National Socialism, is arrested and
then hanged in the Flossenburg concentration camp.
 
1944

January 21: The Soviet Union (remember that the USSR had
penalized anti-Semites with capital punishment), aided indirectly
by the Judaised US, breaks the siege of Leningrad.
 
1945

From Tom Goodrich’s book:

Although forced to the shadows by growing public
opprobrium, the “brutal and vicious” Morgenthau
Plan for Germany was never actually abandoned
by Franklin Roosevelt. Indeed, until his death in
April, 1945, the American president had secretly
favored the “Carthaginian” approach for the
conquered Reich. When Roosevelt’s successor,
Harry Truman, met with Soviet strongman, Josef

Stalin, and the new British prime minister, Clement Attlee,
outside of Berlin at Potsdam in the summer, 1945, most of the
teeth in Morgenthau’s murderous scheme remained on the table.
With the signature of the “Big Three,” the plan went into effect.

“It is not the intention of the Allies,” argued the joint declaration,
“to destroy or enslave the German people.” Virtually word for
word, a similar declaration was directed at Japan, then on the
verge of total collapse. Despite such solemn pronouncements
meant to mollify a watching world, it soon became abundantly
clear, first to the Germans, then to the Japanese, that the victors
came not as peace minded “liberators,” as propagandists were
wont to declare, but as conquerors fully as ruthless, vengeful and
greedy as any who ever won a war.

The plundering of Germany by the Soviet Union first began when
the Red Army penetrated East Prussia in late 1944. With war’s end
the following year, Stalin’s methodical looting in the Russian
Occupation Zone now became prodigious. Steel mills, grain mills,
lumber mills, sugar and oil refineries, chemical plants, optical
works, shoe factories, and other heavy industries were taken apart
down to the last nut and bolt and sent east to the Soviet Union
where they were reassembled. Those factories allowed to remain
in Germany were to operate solely for the benefit of Moscow.

Electric and steam locomotives, their rolling stock, and even the
tracks they ran on were likewise sent east. While the Soviet
government pillaged on a massive scale, the common Red soldier
was even more meticulous.

“The Russians systematically cleared out everything, that was for
them of value, such as all sewing machines, pianos, grand-pianos,
baths, water taps, electric plants, beds, mattresses, carpets, etc.,”
itemized one woman from eastern Germany. “They destroyed
what they could not take away… Not in a single village did one see
a cow, a horse or a pig… The Russians had taken everything away
to the east, or used it up.”

Like millions of other refugees, Regina Shelton managed her way
home at the end of the war. Also like millions of other refugees,
the woman was warned of the utter devastation she would find in
the wake of the Soviets.

Thus we expect the worst, but our idea of the worst has not
prepared us sufficiently for reality. Shocked to the point of
collapse, we survey a battlefield-heaps of refuse through which
broken pieces of furniture rise like cliffs; stench gags us, almost
driving us to retreat. Ragged remnants of clothes, crushed
dishes, books, pictures torn from frames, —rubble in every
room… Above all, the nauseating stench that emanates from the
largest and totally wrecked living room! Spoiled contents oozes
from splintered canning jars, garbage of indefinable origin is
mixed with unmistakable human excrement, and dried stain of
urine discolors crumpled paper and rags.

Americans were not far behind their communist counterparts and
what was not wantonly destroyed, was pilfered as “souvenirs.”

“We ‘liberated’ German property,” winked one GI. “The Russians
simply stole it.”

Unlike its Soviet ally which had been bled white by nearly thirty
years of Marxism, the United States had no need for German
plants and factories. The Reich’s hoard of treasure, however, was
another matter. Billions of dollars in gold, silver and currency, as
well as priceless paintings, sculptures and other art works were
plucked from their hiding places in caves, tunnels and salt mines
and shipped across the Atlantic. Additionally, and of far greater
damage to Germany’s future, was the “mental dismantling” of the
Reich. Tons of secret documents revealing Germany’s tremendous
organizational talent in business and industry were simply stolen,
not only by the Americans, but by the French and British.
Hundreds of the greatest scientists in the world were likewise
“encouraged” to immigrate by the victors. As one US Government
agency quietly admitted, “Operation Paper-Clip” was the first time
in history wherein conquerors had attempted to drain dry the
creative power of an entire nation.

“The real gain in reparations of this war,” Life magazine openly
confessed, was not in factories, treasure or artwork, but “in the
German brains and in the German research results.”

While the Soviet Union came up short on German scientists and
technicians simply because most had wisely fled and surrendered
to the West, Russia suffered no shortage of slave labor. Added to
the mil  lions of native dissidents, repatriated refugees and
Wehrmacht prisoners toiling in the gulags, were millions of
German civilians snatched from the Reich. As was commonly the
case, those who were destined to spend years or their entire lives
in slavery were given mere minutes to make ready. In cities, towns
and villages, posters suddenly appeared announcing that all able-
bodied men and women were to assemble in their local square at a
given time or face arrest and execution.

“The screaming, wailing and howling in the square will haunt me
the rest of my life,” remembered one horrified female. “Mercilessly
the women were herded together in rows of four. Mothers had to
leave tiny children behind. I thanked God from the bottom of my
heart that my boy had died in Berlin shortly after birth… The
wretched victims [were] then set in motion to the crack of Russian
whips.”

For those forced east on foot, the trek became little better than a
death march. Thousands dropped dead in their tracks from
hunger, thirst, disease, and abuse. “It took all of our remaining
strength to stay in the middle of the extremely slow-moving herds
being driven east,” said Wolfgang Kasak. “We kept hearing the
submachine guns when ever a straggler was shot… I will never
forget… the shooting of a 15-year old boy right before my very
eyes. He simply couldn’t walk anymore, so a Russian soldier took
potshots at him. The boy was still alive when some officer came
over and fired his gun into the boy’s ear.”

“One young girl jumped from a bridge into the water, the guards
shot wildly at her, and I saw her sink,” recalled Anna Schwartz. “A
young man, who had heart-disease, jumped into the Vistula. He
was also shot… Thirst was such a torture, and we were so tired.”

Those who traveled by rail to Siberia fared even worse. With
standing room only, small, filthy freight cars were commonly
crammed with over one hundred people each. After a suffocating
trip of 20 or 30 days, with starvation, thirst, beatings, and rape
every mile of the way, fully one third to one half of the passengers
were dead when the trains reached their termini. And of those
who stepped down, all, thought one viewer, more resembled
“walking corpses” than living humans.

“Now the dying really began…,” as Anna Schwartz recollected.

The huts, in which we were quartered, were full of filth and
vermin, swarms of bugs overwhelmed us, and we destroyed as
much of this vermin as we could. We lay on bare boards so close
together, that, if we wanted to turn round, we had to wake our
neighbors to the right and left of us, in order that we all turned
round at the same time. The sick people lay amongst us,
groaning and in delirium… Typhoid and dysentery raged and
very many died, but death meant rather release than terror to
them. The dead were brought into a cellar, and when this was
full up to the top, it was emptied. Meanwhile the rats had eaten
from the corpses, and these very quickly decayed… Also the
wolves satisfied their hunger.

While Anna’s camp worked on a railroad and was driven day-in,
day-out “like a herd of draught animals,” and while others toiled
in fields, factories, bogs, and lumber camps, thousands more were
relegated to the mines.

“We sometimes had to remain as much as 16 hours down in the
pit,” recounted Ilse Lau. “When we had finally finished our work
by summoning up our last strength, we were not allowed to go up
in the lift, but had to climb up the ladders (450 feet). We were
often near to desperation. We were never able to sleep enough,
and we were always hungry.”

At one large coal camp, fifteen to twenty-five people died every
day. Each night the corpses were carried out and dumped without
ceremony into a mass grave.

Despite the never-ending nightmare, Christians still gathered for a
few minutes on each Sunday to renew their faith.

“Often a commissar came and shouted out: ‘That won’t help you!’”
remembered Gertrude Schulz. But it did.

Just as faith in the Almighty was often the thin divide which
separated those who lived from those who died, so too did simple
acts of kindness offer strength and rays of hope in an otherwise
crushing gloom. As Wolfgang Kasak and his comrades stood dying
of thirst one day, a Russian woman appeared with buckets of
water.

“The guards drove the woman away,” Kasak said. “But she kept on
bringing water, bucket after bucket, to the places where no
Russians were standing guard. I know now the Russian soldiers
closed one eye and took a long time in following their orders to
keep the woman from giving us something to drink.”

Siegfried Losch, a youth who had become a recruit, soldier,
veteran, deserter, prisoner, and slave before he had seen his
eighteenth year, was hard at work one Sunday morning when an
old grandmother approached. Judging by her clothes, she was
very poor. Judging by her limp she was crippled. Indeed, thought
Losch, the old woman looked like the witch from Hansel and
Gretl. But the grandmother’s face was different.

The face emanated… warmth as only a mother who has suffered
much can give. Here was the true example of mother Russia:
Having suffered under the Soviet regime, the war, having
possibly lost one or more of her loved ones… She probably was
walking toward her church. When she was near me, she stopped
and gave me some small coins… Then she made a cross over me
with tears in her eyes and walked on. I gave her a “spasibo”
(thank you!) and continued my work. But for the rest of the day I
was a different person, because somebody cared, somebody let
her soul speak to me.

Precious as such miracles might be, they were but cruel reminders
of a world that was no more. “We were eternally hungry,” recalled
Erich Gerhardt. “Treatment by the Russian guards was almost
always very bad. We were simply walking skeletons… From the
first to the last day our life was a ceaseless suffering, a dying and
lamentation. The Russian guards mercilessly pushed the very
weakest people forward with their rifle-butts, when they could
hardly move. When the guards used their rifle-butts, they made
use of the words, ‘You lazy rascal.’ I was already so weak, that I
wanted to be killed on the spot by the blows.”

“We were always hungry and cold, and covered with vermin,”
echoed a fellow slave. “I used to pray to God to let me at least die
in my native country.”

Cruelly, had this man’s prayers been answered and had he been
allowed to return to Germany, the odds were good indeed that he
would have died in his homeland… and sooner than he imagined.
Unbeknownst to these wretched slaves dreaming of home, the
situation in the former Reich differed little, if any, from that of
Siberia. Indeed, in many cases, “life” in the defeated nation was
vastly worse.
 
_____________

Pages 47-53. The footnotes have been omitted. Summer 1945 is a book that
exposes the atrocities committed by the United States in Japan and
Germany (and the Soviet Union’s atrocities on Germans). If the reader is
interested in a book by the same author that focuses on the holocaust
perpetrated by the Allies solely in Germany, obtain a copy of Hellstorm, The
Death of Nazi Germany: 1944-1947.
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Christianity and the JQ are
one and the same!

 

If an Aryan man of noble
feelings comes to visit this
site, I can assure him that
reading four books will
transfigure his way of
seeing the world.

These books are: Hellstorm
by Thomas Goodrich, the
abridged version of The
Gulag Archipelago, and two
books that appear within
The Fair Race, whose image
appears below: Rome vs.
Judea and Who We Are (PDF
here, hard copy here).

Sooner or later the world
will recognise that Hitler
was right and that until the
West accepts this fact, they
will continue their ongoing
self-destruction, especially
in the US and the UK.

Either way, massive
destruction is unavoidable
because after the Second
World War the Allies must
pay a massive karmic debt.

– Donate button is located
at the bottom of the

sidebar. –

There is an abridged
translation of some
passages of the first
volumes of Deschner’s work
(PDF: here, hard copy: here),
which reproduces a
syntactically-corrected
edition of instalments 1-
124 on this site of
Christianity’s Criminal
History.

Site in a nutshell: here.

This site in a single article:
here. How we differ from
white nationalists: here.

Women understood: here.

See William Pierce’s
quotable quote about

Christianity.

To contextualise our
criticism of Christianity, see
Karlheinz Deschner’s
encyclopaedic history of the
Church in 10 volumes,
Kriminal-geschichte des
Christentums (pic above)
and Richard Carrier’s study
on the inexistence of Jesus
(watch conference: here):

When your god is Jewish,
you can potentially end up
in a runaway philo-Semitic
downward spiral, precisely
what happened to the US.

‘The strongest trees are
rooted in the dark places…’

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

The above book is about
the Holocaust perpetrated
by the Allied forces on the
Germans (here).

Here: an SS pamphlet
explaining National
Socialism.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

The collapse of the
dollar that is
coming will mark

the beginning of the end of
America’s economic and
cultural hegemony over
Europe.

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Read this section from Wm.
Pierce’s Who We Are about
the West’s darkest hour.
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Richard Wagner and LOTR
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The Jewish Problem
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Definition of anti-
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History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
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“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.
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Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Mantras

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Mike Maloney

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nick Fuentes

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Out-group altruism

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritanism

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Nixon

Richard Spencer

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Seventh Seal (movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
movie)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Technology

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

The Brigade (novel)

The Camp of the Saints
(novel)

The Name of the Rose
(novel)

The Satyricon (novel)

The Turner Diaries
(novel)

The Yearling (novel)

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

Whispering Leaves
(book)

White nationalism

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

As to The Fair Race’s links
on the top of the
sidebar, see #37. For the
context of the Christian
problem see: here.

When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.

The deep-seated death-
wish that seems to have
taken hold of the collective
subconscious psyche of the
Aryan race after Hitler’s
death is I believe a
consequence of centuries of
Jewish brainwashing via
Christianity and its secular
offshoots.

Once the majority of Aryans
had rejected Hitler they
embraced what remained of
Christianity, Christian
ethics, with a vengeance.
Aryans are aware of what
our race is capable of
becoming from the photos
and films of NS Germany
and many of them hate and
fear their own race’s
potential for greatness due
to attachment to an
irrational morality and so
our race is in a sort of self-
destruct mode.

If the National Socialists had
won the Second World War
our race would not have
entered into this intense
struggle to overcome the
oldest and most effective
weapon of the Jews,
Christianity. So this post-
1945 struggle with the
mental disease of
Christianity does serve a
purpose in that it will either
destroy us for good or
make us even stronger.

Before Aryans can annihilate
the biological Jew on the
physical level they must
destroy the alien Jewish
mind virus on the mental
level by overcoming
Christian morality. —Joseph
Walsh

Whatever you want to call it,
thinking you can aid in
saving the white race while,
at the same time, bending
the knee to Jewish deities
(Yahweh and Yeshua) is
some kind of combination
of insane, dishonest,
cowardly, naive, or very
stupid. To bottom line it, it
won’t and can’t work.

Finally, more than thirty
years after writing my first
book in Spanish, an English
translation is now available
(here).
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